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This is my favourite one because it has a lot of other plants and it stands out the most and it stares out more than one Orchid and it is more 
unique than just one simple plant on its own plus I had more than just one in the greenhouses.  I went down to the Writhlington School 

greenhouses / orchid project to take some and I got some very nice shots of all the plants and the entrance to the greenhouses.

Ben
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Favourite picture because it’s of my Mac, I like it cos, it’s interesting, gives me freedom.

I use it to go on the internet and i-tunes

Feel good listening to music, depends what I’m listening to, changes the mood. 

Rock, indy to electronica.

Owls, I just like them, wise clever birds, big birds don’t die as easily.

Josh
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I wear trainers all the time, they look better, more comfier more relaxed.  I have 5 pairs of these trainers, this is 
my favourite. Like them cos they’re different to what everyone else has. My lead guitar, I know about 4 chords, 
wish I had more time. Put them in front of my wallpaper, thought it would make a nice effect to the photo, add 
something, not just plain.

Katy – I don’t know
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Lee – beauty
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Luke
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Knife crime is bad, too horrible, frightening, I wouldn’t carry a knife, this shot is very scary, disturbing, realistic.  
Billy wanted to delete it because it looked too real.

We enjoy horror films, decided to explore our idea to come to terms with it, the horror of reality, acting it out in 
a safe way. Not doing it to each other.

We spent a long time getting it to look right and planning what props and angles to take the pictures, this is an 
area of films that interest us.

Matthew and billy  – Dark Room
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The blue is from a garden light.

Maverick  – night lights
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Micheala
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It looked pretty cool through the things, it was a nice hot day, relaxing taking photo’s.  The contrast between 
nature and manmade, like being in a box, looking out

Bit like school, got to listen, when you leave you can listen to self.  It will be weird leaving though, bit boring, I’d 
miss running away from the teachers, but be freer able to do what I want.

Molly  – a nice hot day
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Roxy
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Steve
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Susan
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Tom
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Facts of the future
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Seagull, I took this picture on a day trip to Weymouth on a day trip with my uncle,  I like the fact that the head is in focus and the wings are 
blurred, showing that the seagull is about to take off.

Penthouse view, I took this photo in Peasedown over looking Timsbury from outside my grans house.  I noticed the light while watching t.v and 
decided to take a photo. I like all the golden colours.

Following pages. Dragonfly, I’ve always wanted to take a photo of a dragonfly.  It was difficult at first because they always flew away.  One 
stopped and I managed to take this picture.  I like the contrast between the blue of the dragonfly and the green of the leaf.

Fish fly, there was a sign saying look up, tried to get the fish and use the rule of thirds, Cranes, Liked the shapes, Peacock, taken on brown Sea 
Island.  I saw that it was about to open up its tail and decided to photograph it. I like the fact that the tail looks like a lot of eyes, used the rule 
of thirds again, having its head and body to the side instead of the middle. Turtle, just its eye in focus.

Ashley 
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Charlotte
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Lost my camera at the hospital, but before that had taken pictures of anything, buildings, bricks some were 
old some, were new, a weird flower on the floor and a waterfall in  the hospital.

Ashley 
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Close up face, took it coz I wanted to, likes my face – I have a little button nose – feeling a 
bit wobbly at the time – blurrrrr – feeling sad

Movement – the capture, fuzzy like my hair – white, pink and blue, and blue, and blue, and 
blue, and blue.

Devon – facts of the future – it’s my article
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Tida
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Damien – Wild
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*.I.T.C.H
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Chloe – near me
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I love the sun, almost more than anything, its presence makes me happy .If you look 
carefully at this photograph from a distance you can notice how it has been framed so as 
to have a similar appearance to an eye, with the sun as a pupil. I find comfort in how the 
sun can be present regardless of the time of year, it may not make us warmer, but it’s still 
always there. Likewise in order to replace the sun when it is not there, the artificial lighting 
is dependable.  No matter how bad things get, the sun will always be there.

Katy – shining through
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Chris 
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Tyla – Was bored
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Chris Dev
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Terri – local
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I don’t believe in stereotypes or labelling.  If you see someone on the street and call them ‘this’ or call them ‘that’, how is that right?  Since 
when did we earn that right?  Not in my lifetime.  People are like these buttons.  Different sizes, different colours, different shapes, different.
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One step forward, whatever, trapped angel,
Who, pigeon turning its back, not for long
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No what?- no war- no peace-no hate-no love, Fly away, Again who?
Always being watched, Difference, One step back two steps forward.
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Photo relating both directly and indirectly to a story

The lyrics of a song, ‘Walking After Midnight’ by Patsy Cline   

“I go out walking after midnight, out in the moonlight, just like we used to, I’m always walking after midnight, searching for you…..”           

Seb 
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Contrast between control and randomness

Panoramic view

 ‘sometimes the best things just happen and are not planned’

Because controlled is contrast to with nature

My life is controlled

        

Seb 
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Opposite - This photograph represents natural beauty, inner peace and love.

        

Meg 
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Opposite - This photograph represents natural beauty, inner peace and love.
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Hectic like a fox
Composed like a sobbing child

Like a bull in a china shop
A perfectionist anarchist

They are like the stars
An uninformed knowledgeable cynic

In short
A human being

Luke
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Collectives
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Notes
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Thoughts

I feel very privileged and inspired to have been told and shown the stories of the lives of the young people who have 
produced this book. Working with the young people has challenged my own perceptions and thinking and rekindled the 
values of what is important in our lives. There is much that has been given by young people in the making of this book 
and it has changed the way I think and influenced the way I work.

Andrew Henon

The photograph often cannot help but stereotype, we have only the surface of a situation to read and judge.  It speaks to 
us of what we know.

But in its quieter moments it can release something fathomless. A poetry of life stilled, that teach us to look and more 
closely, listen to all the stories, all sides.

Karen Dews

I would like to thank all the young people of this project for opening my eyes to how creative  
and inspirational they can be and for allowing me into their lives for a short space of time. 

Sue Fairhurst
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Our side of the Story funded by mediabox
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